Alfvén wave support of a dwarf molecular cloud

I. An isothermal model
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Abstract. Dwarf (or dark) molecular clouds and molecular clumps have a lifetime which is greater than their dynamical time and must therefore be, in an average sense, in mechanical equilibrium. Equilibrium perpendicular to a global magnetic field is by magnetic forces and it is proposed that along the field the gas is supported by an Alfvén wave pressure force. A self-consistent analytical model, utilising a WKB approximation, is developed for such support. It is found that Alfvén waves are indeed a good candidate for this support, generating model cloud thicknesses consistent with observations. The effect of damping by the linear process of ion-neutral friction is considered. It is found that the damping of the waves is not a necessary condition for the support of the cloud although weak damping is an advantage. The possible sources of these waves are discussed.
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1. Introduction

Molecular clouds are the birth places of stars within our Galaxy. They fall into two categories: giant molecular clouds (GMCs) from which massive stars are formed; and dwarf (or dark) molecular clouds (DMCs) which give low-mass solar-type stars. GMCs are observed to be several tens of parsecs in size with masses \( \sim 10^5 \sim 10^6M_\odot \) and temperatures \( \sim 10K \). In comparison DMCs have masses \( \leq 10^3M_\odot \) contained within just a few parsecs (radii \( \sim 2\sim5pc \)). See also Shu, Adams & Lizano (1987) and Young & Scoville (1991).

The dynamic giant molecular clouds, probably assembled and dispersed as they cross the spiral arms (Young & Scoville 1991; Scoville 1992), are actually shown by observations of CO emission to be composed of smaller clumps which have physical properties akin to those of dwarf molecular clouds. An example of such a cloud complex would be the molecular cloud associated with the Orion Nebula (the closest such object to us, at a distance of \( \sim 500pc \)) or that associated with the Rosette Nebula (Blitz & Thaddeus 1980). Dwarf molecular clouds themselves are not observed solely within the spiral arms of the Galaxy.

They are likely to exist for a period of time greater than that taken to bridge the gap between the arms and thus have lifetimes \( \geq 10^8yr \) (compared to \( \sim 10^7yr \) for GMCs). The most well known of these objects are in Taurus, the closest molecular clouds at a distance of \( \sim 140pc \).

Giant molecular clouds are far from equilibrium. In contrast, dwarf molecular clouds, as well as the clumps in giant cloud complexes, must be near mechanical equilibrium as they have a lifetime which is greater than their dynamical time. They also have a mass greater than their Jeans mass but are not observed to be collapsing.

Consider firstly the time-scales in a self-gravitating molecular cloud. The free-fall collapse (dynamic) time-scale is given by

\[ t_{ff} = \sqrt{3\pi/32G\rho}, \]

where \( \rho \) is the mass density and \( G \) is the gravitational constant; for a typical number density of \( n_{{H}_2} \sim 10^9m^{-3} \) \( (\sim 10^3cm^{-3}) \) this yields \( t_{ff} \sim 10^6yr, \) much less than the expected lifetime of a DMC. However, as the cloud is threaded by a magnetic field the ambipolar diffusion time-scale also needs to be considered. This is the time-scale at which the neutral particles diffuse through the magnetic field and charged particles, and is given by

\[ t_{AD} = L^2/\zeta, \]

where \( L \) is the characteristic length-scale of the magnetic field and \( \zeta \) is a diffusion coefficient. The ratio of this diffusion time-scale to the dynamic time-scale may be approximated by the expression

\[ t_{AD}/t_{ff} \sim \gamma C/2\sqrt{2\pi G} \sim 8, \]

where \( \gamma \) is a drag coefficient and \( C \) is a weak function of the gas temperature (see also Sect. 3) (Shu 1983; Shu et al. 1987). Hence
it can be seen that the diffusion time-scale, being in order of magnitude $t_{diff} \sim 10^7\text{yr}$, is slower than that for free-fall collapse but still less than the lifetime of a DMC which is $\sim 10^8\text{yr}$ or more.

Secondly, consider the Jeans mass, $M_J$ — the critical mass at which the internal gas pressure is no longer sufficient for hydrostatic support and the cloud will gravitationally collapse — which is given approximately by the expression

$$M_J \sim \left( k_B T / m \right)^{1/2} \rho^{-1/2},$$

(4)

where $k_B$ is the Boltzmann constant, $T$ is the temperature, $m$ is the mean molecular weight, $G$ is the gravitational constant and $\rho$ is the mass density. For a typical temperature and number density of $10K$ and $\sim 10^6\text{cm}^{-3}$ ($\sim 10^4\text{cm}^{-3}$), respectively, this gives $M_J \sim 3M_\odot$, clearly implying that in typical dwarf molecular clouds $M_J \ll M_{\text{cloud}}$ and the cloud should, in the absence of other influences such as turbulence or magnetic fields, be undergoing free-fall collapse. However, if all of the dark clouds within the Galaxy were undergoing free-fall collapse then the predicted star formation rate (SFR) would be larger than the actual rate, of $\sim 3 - 5M_\odot\text{yr}^{-1}$, by a factor of $\sim 10 - 100$ depending on the amount of mass assumed to be contained within these clouds (see also Zuckerman & Palmer 1974; Field 1978; Shu et al. 1987).

Having shown explicitly that dwarf molecular clouds have both a lifetime greater than their dynamical time and a mass which is greater than their Jeans mass, attention needs to be given to the mechanism by which these clouds are supported against their own gravity.

If the mechanical equilibrium of a self-gravitating cloud is determined solely by the internal gas pressure ($P$) and gravity ($g$) then the equilibrium equation would be $\nabla P = \rho g$, where $\rho$ is the mass density for an isothermal cloud with $P(z) = \rho(z) c^2$, where $c$ is the sound speed, such an equilibrium would give the density profile

$$\rho/\rho_0 = \text{sech}^2(z/H)$$

(5)

(see also Spitzer 1968), where $H = c^2 / (\pi G M)$ is a scale-height and $M$ is the column density. For a typical dwarf molecular cloud with mass $100M_\odot$ and radius $1\text{pc}$ the column density is $M \approx 10^{-1}\text{kg m}^{-2}$, which together with a temperature $T = 10K$ gives $H \approx 0.1\text{pc}$. This scale-height suggests that the isothermal layer would be akin to a “flattened pancake”\(^{1}\), which is inconsistent with observations of dwarf molecular clouds (e.g. see Shu et al. 1987).

In conclusion, all of the evidence presented here clearly indicates the need for some additional support against the self-gravity of the dwarf molecular cloud (or clump within a giant cloud complex). This support would act to hinder gravitational collapse and hence a flattened pancake morphology.

\(^1\) It is important to note that this description of DMCs would also apply to more realistic geometries since the magnetic field threading the cloud would provide support perpendicular to its direction via the Lorentz force.

There have been many candidates for this support discussed by various authors over the years. These include rotation (Field 1978), internal cloud hydrodynamic turbulence (Bonazzola et al. 1987, 1992), turbulence via stellar outflows (Norman & Silk 1980; McKee 1989), and magnetic fields and the waves which they support (Shu et al. 1975; Shu et al. 1987; Fatuzzo & Adams 1993; McKee & Zweibel 1995; Gammie & Ostriker 1996). Of these, magnetic fields offer a great deal of promise. They have been observed to be ordered on the scale of molecular clouds (Moneti et al. 1984; Goodman & Heiles 1994) with field strengths, measured by the Zeeman effect in OH (e.g. Crutcher & Kazés 1983) and HI (e.g. Goodman & Heiles 1994), to be in the region of $\sim 1 - 10\mu G$. For typical densities of $\sim 10^2\text{cm}^{-3}$ ($\sim 10^{-3}\text{cm}^{-3}$) and a field strength of $\sim 10\mu G$ the Alfvén speed is calculated to be $v_A \sim 4.5\text{km s}^{-1}$, which compares to a sound speed, with a temperature $10K$, of $c \sim 0.25\text{km s}^{-1}$ and fluid motions, measured from CO linewidths (Shu et al. 1987), of $\sim 1\text{km s}^{-1}$. Such values show that a dwarf molecular cloud is a low-$\beta$ environment with fluid velocities that are supersonic but sub-Alfvénic.

It is difficult for supersonic turbulence to explain these linewidths or indeed to provide support for the cloud in the form of a turbulent pressure as it is highly dissipative (e.g. see Field 1978; Shu et al. 1987). In contrast, magnetic fields and the hydromagnetic waves they support are not easily dissipated. They imply a linewidth-size relation which is in agreement with observations (Arons & Max 1975; Mouschovias & Psaltis 1995) and so again look favourable for cloud support. Now, any disturbance within the cloud would generate magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) waves, the longest-lived being the Alfvén wave (Zweibel & Josafatsson 1983), which would act on the background gas like an anisotropic pressure force (Dewar 1970). Hence, within this work it is proposed that a dwarf (or dark) molecular cloud is supported perpendicular to the ordered magnetic field by the Lorentz force and parallel to the field by Alfvén wave pressure.

The extent of the support perpendicular to the field can be described in terms of a critical mass, $M_{\text{crit}}$, above which the magnetic support would fail and the cloud would undergo gravitational collapse. This mass,

$$M_{\text{crit}} = 5 \times 10^5M_\odot \left( \frac{B}{3\mu G} \right)^3 \left( \frac{n_p}{1\text{cm}^{-3}} \right)^{-2},$$

(6)
where $B$ is the magnetic field and $n_p$ is the number density of protons, is determined from calculations of the equilibria of isothermal, self-gravitating clouds with a frozen-in magnetic flux (Mouschovias & Spitzer 1976; Mouschovias 1995).

The structure of this paper is as follows: the equations of the model will be developed in Sect. 2, while Sect. 3 will discuss Alfvén waves in such interstellar media. The results will be presented and discussed in Sect. 4 and then concluded in Sect. 5.

2. The model

Within this study a dwarf molecular cloud is modelled as a one-dimensional slab where the gravity, which acts to collapse the cloud, is opposed by the internal gas pressure and the Alfvén wave pressure force (see Fig. 1). In this first approach it is assumed that the Alfvén waves are emitted from the innermost part of the cloud, the wave sources being located in the central plane. The model is currently being improved to allow for a more realistic source distribution.

All of the gradients are in the $z$-direction, the central source plane being at $z = 0$, such that the mass density $\rho = \rho(z)$; the gravitational acceleration $g = -g(z)\hat{z}$; the plasma velocity $v = v(z, t)\hat{x}$; the magnetic field

$$B = B_0\hat{x} + b(z, t)\hat{x};$$

and the gas pressure $P(z) = \rho(z)c^2$, where the gas is assumed to be isothermal with a sound speed $c$. The velocity perturbation $v(z, t)$ is taken to be Alfvénic in nature and is therefore perpendicular to the direction of the applied uniform magnetic field $B_0$. The associated magnetic perturbation is $b(z, t)$. Such wave motions do not induce any compression in the gas, which is treated as one-fluid (the neutrals and ions being taken together).

2.1. Equations of the model

In a magnetohydrodynamic model (e.g. Priest 1982) the equation of motion including gravity is

$$\rho \frac{\partial v}{\partial t} + \rho (v \cdot \nabla) v = -\nabla P + \left( \frac{B}{\mu} \right) \nabla - \nabla \left( \frac{B^2}{2\mu} \right) + \rho g,$$

(8)

where $\rho$ is the mass density, $v$ is the velocity, $P$ is the pressure, $g$ is the gravity, $B$ is the magnetic field and $\mu$ is the magnetic permeability of free space.

For wave periods shorter than the characteristic free-fall time, which is normally longer than the fundamental Alfvén wave period in a low-$\beta$ plasma, this equation can be averaged over time. The result is an equilibrium equation (or force-balance equation) between the gravity, the gas pressure and the pressure exerted by the Alfvén waves,

$$0 = -\nabla P - \nabla \left( \frac{b^2(z, t)}{2\mu} \right) + \rho g,$$

(9)

where $b(z, t)$ is the magnetic field perturbation. Since all of the components of this equation are functions of $z$ only, the equilibrium equation can be written

$$\frac{dP}{dz} + \frac{d}{dz} \left( \frac{b^2}{2\mu} \right) = -\rho g.$$

(10)

The motion of the MHD wave is described by the equation of motion

$$\frac{\rho \partial v}{\partial t} - \frac{B_0}{\mu} \frac{\partial b}{\partial z} = 0,$$

(11)

Note that there is no explicit linearisation involved in determining Eqs. (10) and (11); the form of the velocity ($v$) and the associated magnetic field perturbation ($b$) leave the Alfvén wave pressure as the single non-linear term. The wave acts directly on the ions and electrons in the cloud with the neutrals ($n$) supported, in turn, by the friction force that they exert on the ions ($i$),

$$f_{n-i} = -\rho_i \gamma (v_i - v_n),$$

(12)

(Shu et al. 1987). Thus a term appears in the equation of motion which represents the friction between the neutrals and ions, giving

$$\frac{\rho \partial v}{\partial t} - \frac{B_0}{\mu} \frac{\partial b}{\partial z} - \Gamma \rho v,$$

(13)

where $\Gamma$ is the damping rate (see also Sect. 3).

In the perfectly conducting limit the induction equation becomes

$$\frac{\partial B}{\partial t} = \nabla \times (v \times B),$$

(14)

which, when taken with Eq. (7) and $v = v(z, t)\hat{x}$, reduces to

$$\frac{\partial b}{\partial t} = \frac{B_0}{\mu} \frac{\partial v}{\partial z},$$

(15)

The magnetic perturbation ($b(z, t)$) can be eliminated from Eq. (13) by differentiating it with respect to time ($t$) and using Eq. (15) to give the wave propagation equation

$$\frac{\partial^2 v}{\partial t^2} = v_A^2 \frac{\partial^2 v}{\partial z^2} - \Gamma \frac{\partial v}{\partial t},$$

(16)

where $v_A = B_0/\sqrt{\mu \rho}$ is the Alfvén speed.

Assuming harmonic wave motion allows both the velocity and magnetic perturbations to be written as

$$v(z, t) = \Re \left( \tilde{v}(z) e^{-i\omega t} \right), \quad b(z, t) = \Re \left( \tilde{b}(z) e^{-i\omega t} \right),$$

where $\omega$ is the frequency and $\tilde{v}, \tilde{b}$ are the complex wave amplitudes

$$\tilde{v}(z) = v_1(z) + iv_2(z), \quad \tilde{b}(z) = b_1(z) + ib_2(z).$$
Thus, upon substitution, Eq. (16) becomes
\[ \nu_A^2 \frac{d^2 \tilde{v}}{dz^2} + \omega^2 \tilde{v} + i \Gamma \omega \tilde{v} = 0, \] (17)
and similarly Eq. (15) is now
\[ -i \omega \tilde{b} = B_0 \frac{d \tilde{v}}{dz}. \] (18)

The corresponding time-averaged wave pressure is
\[ \langle b^2(z, t) \rangle = \frac{(b_1^2 + b_2^2)}{2}, \] (19)
thus allowing the equilibrium equation to be written as
\[ \frac{d}{dz} \left( \rho c^2 + \frac{b_1^2 + b_2^2}{4 \mu} \right) = -\rho g, \] (20)
where the gas pressure \( P = \rho c^2 \). The model is described by this equation together with the wave propagation equations (Eqs. 17 and 18) and the self-gravitation equation
\[ \frac{dg}{dz} = 4\pi G\rho. \] (21)

2.2. WKB waves

The WKB approximation is a method for solving wave equations in a non-uniform medium which is varying over a scale much larger than the wavelength of the waves. In the case where the wavelengths of the Alfvén waves are short compared with the size of the cloud, this approximation can be applied to the wave equations calculated above.

Consider Eqs. (17) and (18) and let the wave amplitude \( \tilde{v} \) be written as \( \tilde{v}(z) = \mathcal{F}(z) e^{i\phi(z)} \), where \( \phi(z) \) is varying at a faster rate than \( \mathcal{F}(z) \), such that
\[ \nu_A^2 (-\mathcal{F}' \phi'' + i \mathcal{F} \phi'' + 2i \mathcal{F}' \phi') + \omega^2 \mathcal{F}' + i \Gamma \omega \mathcal{F} = 0, \] (22)
(where ' indicates a derivative with respect to \( z \)) which on equating the real and imaginary terms gives
\[ \phi' = \omega/\nu_A, \] (23)
and
\[ \frac{d}{dz} \left[ \ln (\phi' \mathcal{F}'^2) \right] = -\frac{\Gamma}{\nu_A}. \] (24)

Now let \( \tilde{b}(z) = \mathcal{B}(z) e^{i\phi(z)} \) to give
\[ \mathcal{B} = -(B_0 \mathcal{F}' \phi'/\omega. \] (25)

But,
\[ \frac{d}{dz} \left[ \ln (\mathcal{F}'^2) \right] = \frac{d}{dz} \left[ \ln \left( \frac{\mathcal{B}^2}{\phi'^2} \right) \right] \] (26)
as \( \omega \) and \( B_0 \) are constants. Substituting this into Eq. (24) and using \( \phi' = \omega/\nu_A \) (Eq. 23), reduces the wave propagation equations to just one, namely
\[ \frac{d}{dz} \left[ \ln \left( \frac{\mathcal{B}^2}{\sqrt{\rho}} \right) \right] = -\frac{\Gamma}{\nu_A}. \] (27)

In the particular case of WKB waves the wave pressure term becomes
\[ \langle b^2(z) \rangle = \mathcal{B}^2/2, \] (28)
and thus the equilibrium equation (Eq. 10) is
\[ \frac{d}{dz} \left( \rho c^2 + \frac{\mathcal{B}^2}{4\mu} \right) = -\rho g. \] (29)

2.2.1. The wave energy density

Within a WKB approximation and a steady state the wave energy density obeys an equation of radiative transfer which, in regions where no waves are emitted, can be simply written in the form
\[ \nabla \cdot (\epsilon \mathbf{v}_g) = -\kappa_v \epsilon, \] (30)
where \( \epsilon \) is the energy density, \( \kappa_v \) is the volume absorption coefficient and \( \mathbf{v}_g \) is the group velocity. In comparison, letting \( U = \mathcal{B}^2/4\mu \) simply reduces Eq. (27) to the Alfvén wave energy transport equation (Eq. 30). This shows that \( U \) is the wave energy density, noting that in an Alfvén wave energy is transmitted partly as magnetic energy (\( B^2/2\mu \)) and partly as kinetic energy (\( \rho v^2/2 \)), the electrical energy being insignificant.

Thus the equations describing the model have been reduced to just three within this WKB approximation: the wave equation
\[ \frac{d}{dz} \left( \frac{U}{\sqrt{\rho/\rho_0}} \right) = -\frac{\Gamma}{\nu_A} U; \] (31)
the equilibrium equation
\[ \frac{d}{dz} (\rho c^2 + U) = -\rho g; \] (32)
and the self-gravitation equation (Eq. 21)
\[ \frac{dg}{dz} = 4\pi G\rho. \] (33)

These are the equations which will be solved in Sect. 4, together with the boundary conditions \( U = U_0, \rho = \rho_0, g = 0 \) at \( z = 0 \). The first of these conditions reflects the assumption that the Alfvén waves are emitted from the central plane. The value of the central mass density together with that for the central wave energy density are determined from the column density of the gas layer. The relation between these parameters will be calculated a posteriori.
3. Alfvén waves in a weakly ionized cloud

A dwarf (or dark) molecular cloud is a weakly ionized environment, the mass of the ionized part being $\sim 10^{-6}$ that of the neutral mass. However, the Alfvén waves acting to support the cloud will only act directly on the electric component. Thus in order for the cloud to be supported as a whole there needs to be very good coupling between the ions and neutrals within the cloud. If this were not the case the electric component of the cloud would still be supported but the neutral mass (by far the greater part of the cloud) would not, hence giving the cloud a flattened pancake morphology (as in Sect. 1). This coupling is provided by the friction exerted on the ions by the neutrals, which is given by the expression (Eq. 12)

$$f_{n \rightarrow i} = -\rho_i \rho_n \gamma (v_i - v_n),$$

where $\rho_i$, $\rho_n$ and $v_i$, $v_n$ are the mass densities and velocities of the ions and neutrals, respectively, and $\gamma = 3.5 \times 10^{13} \text{cm}^{-3} \text{g}^{-1} \text{s}^{-1}$ is a drag coefficient (Draine et al. 1983; Shu et al. 1987).

Consider the equation of motion for the waves (Eq. 13) within a two-fluid (ions and neutrals) analysis including the ion-neutral friction explicitly,

$$\rho_i \frac{\partial v_i}{\partial t} = B_0 \frac{\partial b}{\partial z} - \rho_i \rho_n \gamma (v_i - v_n),$$

$$\rho_n \frac{\partial v_n}{\partial t} = \rho_n \rho_n \gamma (v_i - v_n),$$

where subscript $n$ corresponds to the neutral quantities and $i$ the ionic quantities. Within this regime the induction equation becomes

$$\frac{\partial b}{\partial t} = B_0 \frac{\partial v_i}{\partial z}.$$  

If the wave motions are assumed to be of the form $\exp (i(kz - \omega t))$ where $k$ is the wavenumber and $\omega$ the angular frequency, then Eqs. (33), (34) and (35), become

$$-i\omega \rho_i v_i = (B_0 / \mu) \frac{\partial b}{\partial z} - \rho_i \rho_n \gamma (v_i - v_n)$$

$$-i\omega \rho_n v_n = \rho_n \rho_n \gamma (v_i - v_n)$$

$$-i\omega b = B_0 i k v_i,$$

and can be used to determine the dispersion relation, viz:

$$k^2 v_{Ai}^2 = \omega^2 \left( 1 + \frac{\rho_n \gamma}{\rho_i \gamma - i\omega} \right),$$

where $v_{Ai} = B_0 / \sqrt{\mu \rho_i}$ is the ion Alfvén speed.

The extent of the coupling between the ions and neutrals within the cloud is dependent upon the wave frequency $\omega$, for which there are two limiting cases:

- (a) $\omega \gg \rho_i \gamma; \omega \gg \rho_n \gamma$

  From Eq. (37) it can be seen that

  $$v_n = v_i \left( \frac{\rho_i \gamma}{\rho_i \gamma - i\omega} \right),$$

  which in this limiting case shows that $v_n \ll v_i$ and hence the neutrals are not well coupled to the ions.

- (b) $\omega \ll \rho_i \gamma$

  In contrast this limit implies, by Eq. (40), that $v_n \simeq v_i$ and hence the coupling between the neutrals and ions is very good, allowing the MHD waves to support the cloud as a whole. In this limit, where there is no difference between the mean velocity of the ions and that of the neutrals, the induction equation (Eq. 35) reduces to Eq. (15) thus justifying this equation within the single fluid approximation.

Comparing these two limits the maximum value the wave frequency can take, while still allowing some coupling between the electric and neutral components of the molecular cloud, is

$$\omega_{\text{max}} = \rho_i \gamma = \rho_n \xi \gamma,$$

where $\xi$ is the ionized mass fraction. For a cosmic-ray ionization rate of $\zeta = 10^{-17} \text{s}^{-1}$ this takes a value of

$$\xi = \frac{\rho_i}{\rho_n} = 4.84 \times 10^{-6} \left( \frac{n_{\text{H}_2}}{10^9 \text{m}^{-3}} \right)^{-\frac{1}{2}},$$

using $\rho_n = 2.3 \times 10^{-15} \text{H}_2$ (Shu et al. 1987; Mouschovias 1995) and $\rho_i = C / \rho_n$, where for average metal depletions and low temperatures $C = 3 \times 10^{-16} \text{cm}^{-3} \text{g}^{-1}$ (Elmegreen 1979; Shu et al. 1987). The maximum wave frequency gives a minimum wave period of

$$\tau_{\text{min}} = \frac{2\pi}{\omega_{\text{max}}} = 3.06 \times 10^5 \text{yr} \left( \frac{n_{\text{H}_2}}{10^9 \text{m}^{-3}} \right)^{-\frac{1}{2}}$$

and so waves which have a period much less than $10^5 \text{yr}$ do not contribute to the MHD wave support of the whole cloud, regardless of the degree to which they are damped.

It is important to note explicitly the dependence of this wave period on the ionization fraction of the cloud: $\tau_{\text{min}} \propto \xi^{-1} \propto \zeta^{-1/2}$ (Elmegreen 1979). The value adopted for the ionization rate in Eq. (42) gives a very low ionized mass fraction which is thought to be typical in these clouds (Shu et al. 1987; Hartquist & Williams 1995). However the value of $\tau_{\text{min}}$ can be affected by a variation in the cosmic-ray ionization rate (Farquhar et al. 1994) as well as embedded or external sources of ultraviolet or x-ray radiation (Gredel et al. 1989; Le Bourlot et al. 1993; Tiné et al. 1997; Yan & Dalgarno 1997) depending upon the location and point of evolution of the cloud (Hartquist et al. 1993). Such sources yield x-ray dominated regions (XDRs) (e.g. Tiné et al. 1997) and photodissociation regions, or photon dominated regions (PDRs), (e.g. Le Bourlot et al. 1993) in which the ionization rate may be substantially increased. For example, an ionization rate of $\zeta = 10^{-12} \text{s}^{-1}$, for typical number densities of $\sim 10^3 \text{m}^{-3}$, (Tiné et al. 1997) reduces the minimum wave period ($\tau_{\text{min}}$) to $\sim 10^3 \text{yr}$.

Considering these waves still further leads to the introduction of a maximum wave period, $\tau_{\text{max}}$: the wavelength of the MHD wave must be less than the size of the cloud given that the fundamental mode must have a wavelength of that order,
and also because such a long wavelength would offer only very little support to the gas. Thus, \( \tau_{\text{max}} = R_c/v_A \) is given by

\[
\tau_{\text{max}} = 1.07 \times 10^6 \text{yr} \left( \frac{R_c}{5 \text{pc}} \right) \left( \frac{10 \text{nT}}{B} \right) \left( \frac{10^6 \text{m}^{-3}}{n_{H_2}} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}},
\]

where \( R_c \) is the radius (or thickness in this model) of the cloud and \( v_A \) is the Alfvén speed of the neutrals and ions together which is given by

\[
v_A = 4.55 \text{km s}^{-1} \left( \frac{B}{10 \text{nT}} \right) \left( \frac{n_{H_2}}{10^6 \text{m}^{-3}} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}}.
\]

In the limit where there is good coupling between the ions and neutrals (case (b)) the dispersion relation (Eq. 39), using a Taylor series expansion, becomes

\[
k = \frac{\omega^2}{\xi \rho_{\text{n}}} \quad \text{and} \quad \Gamma = k_i v_A = \frac{1}{2} \frac{\omega^2 \rho_{\text{n}}}{(\rho_i + \rho_{\text{n}}) \rho_{\text{n}}},
\]

where \( k_i \) is the imaginary term in the dispersion relation. Given that the ionized mass fraction is so small (Eq. 42) the damping rate can be written as

\[
\Gamma = \frac{1}{2} \frac{\omega^2}{\xi \rho_{\text{n}}},
\]

or a very good approximation. In terms of the wave period (\( \tau \)) and the molecular hydrogen number density (\( n_{H_2} \)) this parameter has a value of

\[
\Gamma = 9.61 \times 10^{-5} \text{yr}^{-1} \left( \frac{n_{H_2}}{10^6 \text{m}^{-3}} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}} \left( \frac{\tau}{10^5 \text{yr}} \right)^{-2},
\]

for typical parameters within this study. Now the non-linear damping process will completely dominate the linear process if \( t_{\text{NL}} \ll l \). This is generally not the case for realistic fluid velocities (e.g. see Myers & Goodman 1988 and references therein) and so the damping within this model is taken to be solely by the linear process of ion-neutral friction.

### 3.1. The source of the waves

The required efficiency of the ion-neutral coupling results in a minimum period for waves supporting the cloud of \( \sim 10^5 \text{yr} \) for a typical ionization fraction. Which source within a dwarf molecular cloud could generate waves of this period? Of course, any motion not parallel to the direction of the unperturbed magnetic field will generate waves, but consider in turn: an expanding HII region (Arons & Max 1975); and the orbital motions within the gas as a whole, namely, large-scale (Falgarone & Puget 1986) or protostellar condensations (Arons & Max 1975).

The first of these possible sources, the Strömgren sphere, is unlikely to prove viable within the environment of a DMC as these clouds produce low-mass stars which are not strongly ionizing. In addition, this source would only be available in clouds with embedded stars and thus could not provide support for a quiescent dwarf cloud which had not yet formed any stars.

Secondly, consider the orbital motions of the clumps and cores (Hartquist et al. 1993) within the cloud. Kepler’s third law states that

\[
\tau_K^2 = \frac{4\pi^2}{GM} R^3,
\]

where \( \tau_K \) is the period, \( G \) is the gravitational constant, \( M \) is the mass and \( R \) is the orbital radius. Larson (1981) first showed there to be a correlation between the observed mass densities and sizes of molecular clumps, which states approximately that

\[
M_{\text{clump}} = 100M_\odot \quad 1 \text{pc}
\]

(e.g. see Falgarone & Puget 1986) and allows Eq. (54) to be written

\[
\tau_K = 9.3 \times 10^4 \text{yr} \left( \frac{R_{\text{clump}}}{1 \text{pc}} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}}.
\]

Hence for large-scale condensations within a molecular cloud \( R_{\text{clump}} \sim 0.1 \text{pc} \), say, the period is \( \tau_K \sim 3 \times 10^5 \text{yr} \), which is greater than the calculated minimum period of \( \sim 10^5 \text{yr} \) and thus represents a viable source for the waves providing the support.
Decreasing the size of the clump down to the typical size of a protostellar core, $1M_{\odot}$ in 100AU say, reduces the period to just $\sim 10^3$yr. This would appear to suggest that the orbital motions of cores do not represent a useful source if the ionization fraction is given by Eq. (42). However if the ionization rate is increased, say by an embedded star within the core (as discussed above), then these cores could act as an additional source for the Alfvén waves.

This section has discussed the wave sources available in a DMC and shown them to be the motions of condensations in the cloud. Within the slab geometry utilised in this paper it has been assumed that these denser regions of gas lie along the central plane of the layer $(z = 0)$, thus simplifying the probable distribution of clumps and cores within a DMC.

4. Alfvén wave support

The set of equations fully describing the model (Eqs. 31, 32 and 21) will now be solved to give the density profile and hence the “thickness” of the layer, in two cases: without any wave damping; and including wave damping in accordance with ion-neutral friction.

4.1. Without damping

In the absence of damping, i.e. when $\Gamma = 0$, the WKB wave equation (Eq. 31) implies that

$$U = U_0 \sqrt{\rho / \rho_0} , \quad (57)$$

where $\rho_0$ and $U_0$ are the mass and energy densities at the central plane, respectively. Substituting this expression for the wave energy density into the equilibrium equation (Eq. 32) leaves

$$c^2 \frac{d\rho}{dz} + U_0 \frac{d}{dz} \left( \sqrt{\rho / \rho_0} \right) = -\rho g , \quad (58)$$

which together with the self-gravitation equation (Eq. 21) can be used to find the relationship between the gravity ($g$) and the mass density ($\rho$). Now Eq. (21) gives an expression for $dz$ which on substituting into Eq. (58) and integrating gives

$$(1 - \sqrt{\tilde{\rho}})(1 + \lambda + \sqrt{\tilde{\rho}}) = \frac{g^2}{8\pi G \rho_0 c^2} , \quad (59)$$

where $\tilde{\rho} = \rho / \rho_0$ and

$$\lambda = U_0 / \rho_0 c^2 \quad (60)$$

(see Sect. 4.3 for a discussion of the values of this parameter). This can then be inserted back into Eq. (21) to give the density stratification, which, upon letting $u = \sqrt{(1 - \sqrt{\tilde{\rho}})(1 + \lambda + \sqrt{\tilde{\rho}})$, becomes

$$z = \frac{2c(1 + \lambda)}{\sqrt{8\pi G \rho_0}} \int_0^u \frac{du}{\sqrt{(1 + \lambda + u^2 - \frac{\lambda}{2})^2}} . \quad (61)$$

Applying the substitution $u = (1 + \lambda / 2)(2t / 1 + t^2)$ gives finally

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\lambda$</th>
<th>$\rho_0$ (kg m$^{-3}$)</th>
<th>$U_0$ (J m$^{-3}$)</th>
<th>Thickness (pc)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>$1.75 \times 10^{-17}$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>$1.59 \times 10^{-16}$</td>
<td>$9.52 \times 10^{-13}$</td>
<td>1.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>$8.33 \times 10^{-16}$</td>
<td>$9.98 \times 10^{-13}$</td>
<td>3.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>$5.64 \times 10^{-16}$</td>
<td>$1.01 \times 10^{-12}$</td>
<td>5.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>$4.27 \times 10^{-16}$</td>
<td>$1.02 \times 10^{-12}$</td>
<td>6.77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. The central mass density $(\rho_0)$, central energy density $(U_0)$ and thickness of an isothermal gas slab supported by waves without damping, column density $\mathcal{M} = 10^{-11}$kg m$^{-2}$ and temperature $T = 10K$, for increasing values of the parameter $\lambda$; where $\lambda = U_0 / \rho_0 c^2$ is the ratio between the wave pressure and the isothermal gas pressure at the central plane $(z = 0)$.

$$z = \frac{2c(1 + \lambda)}{\sqrt{8\pi G \rho_0}} \left[ \frac{\lambda}{2} \left( \sqrt{1 - \sqrt{\tilde{\rho}}} (1 + \lambda + \sqrt{\tilde{\rho}}) \right) / \left( 1 + \lambda + \sqrt{\tilde{\rho}} \right) \right] + \frac{1 + \lambda}{(1 + \lambda)^2} \ln \left( \frac{\sqrt{1 + \lambda + \sqrt{\tilde{\rho}}} + \sqrt{(1 + \lambda)(1 - \sqrt{\tilde{\rho}})}}{\sqrt{1 + \lambda + \sqrt{\tilde{\rho}}} - \sqrt{(1 + \lambda)(1 - \sqrt{\tilde{\rho}})}} \right) \quad (62)$$

This expression fully describes the relationship between the mass density ratio $(\tilde{\rho})$ and the height above the central plane $(z)$ where $\tilde{\rho} = 1$ at $z = 0$ and $\tilde{\rho} \to 0$ as $z \to \infty$. Note that the magnetisation parameter $\lambda$ is inversely proportional to the plasma beta ($\beta$) and therefore larger values of $\lambda$ correspond to the magnetic field becoming increasingly dominant within the cloud dynamics.

Shown in Table 1 is the thickness of an isothermal gas slab with column density $\mathcal{M} = 10^{-11}$kg m$^{-2}$ and temperature $T = 10K$, for increasing values of $\lambda$. The case $\lambda = 0$ represents a cloud in which there is no wave support and hence the gravity is balanced by the internal gas pressure alone (see also Sect. 1). The column density $\mathcal{M}$ is given by the expression

$$\mathcal{M} = \frac{2}{\sqrt{2\pi G}} \sqrt{\rho_0 c^2 (1 + \lambda)} \quad (63)$$

and the thickness of the slab is defined as twice the height above the central plane at which the central mass density has decreased by a factor of $e$, i.e. $2 \times z(\tilde{\rho} = 1/e)$.

Figure 2 shows simply that increasing the value of the parameter $\lambda$, i.e. increasing the wave support, increases the thickness of the isothermal gas slab. Maintaining the same column density requires the mass density at the central plane to decrease as wave support increases (see Fig. 3) so that the material in the layer becomes more evenly distributed. Altering the column density and temperature naturally brings about a change in the thickness of the slab. For example, increasing the column density will favour gravity and hence reduce the size of the slab, whereas increasing the temperature will favour the gas pressure and so increase the thickness. As can be seen from Eq. (62) and Fig. 4, there is a linear relationship between the height $(z)$ above the central plane and the parameter $\lambda$, showing that a higher temperature together with a lower column density would increase the thickness of the layer more markedly as the value of $\lambda$ is increased.
Fig. 2. The (i) mass density ratio and (ii) energy density ratio profiles in an isothermal gas slab supported by waves without damping, with column density $\mathcal{M} = 10^{-1}\text{kg m}^{-2}$ and temperature $T = 10\text{K}$, for (a) $\lambda = 0$, (b) $\lambda = 10$, (c) $\lambda = 20$, (d) $\lambda = 30$ and (e) $\lambda = 40$; where $\lambda = U_0/\rho_0 c^2$ is the ratio between the wave pressure and the isothermal gas pressure at the central plane ($z = 0$).

Fig. 3. The mass density profiles as for Fig. 2.

Fig. 4. The thickness of an isothermal gas slab supported by waves without damping plotted against the parameter $\lambda$ for (i) different values of the column density ($\mathcal{M}$) with temperature $T = 10\text{K}$ and (ii) different values of the temperature ($T$) with column density $\mathcal{M} = 10^{-1}\text{kg m}^{-2}$.

4.2. With damping

Friction between the ions and neutrals is the mechanism by which the dwarf molecular cloud is supported as a whole (given that the magnetic field will act directly on the electric component of the cloud and not the neutrals). This ion-neutral friction is a linear process which will act to damp the Alfvén waves propagating through the layer (see also Sect. 3 and Zweibel & Jøsafatsson 1983).

In the limit when there is good coupling between the ions and the neutrals ($\omega \ll \rho_i \gamma$) the damping rate is given by Eq. (48), where the total mass density $\rho \simeq \rho_n$, which can be written as

$$\Gamma = \kappa / \sqrt{\rho / \rho_0},$$

where $\kappa = \omega^2 / 2 \gamma \sqrt{\rho_0}$. Using this expression for the damping rate, the WKB wave equation (Eq. 31) integrates to

$$U = U_0 \sqrt{\rho} e^{-kz},$$

where $k = \kappa / \sqrt{\rho_0} / B_0$.

As in the previous section, using the self-gravitation equation (Eq. 21) to eliminate the gravity ($g$) from the equilibrium equation (Eq. 32) gives an expression describing the density stratification...
Table 2. The thickness of an isothermal gas slab with column density \( \mathcal{M} = 10^{-1} \text{kg m}^{-2} \) and temperature \( T = 10 \text{K} \) for increasing values of the parameters \( \lambda \) and \( k \); where \( \lambda = U_0/\rho_0 c^2 \) is the ratio between the wave pressure and the isothermal gas pressure at the central plane \( (z = 0) \) and \( k \) is a damping parameter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \lambda )</th>
<th>Thickness (pc): ( k ) (m(^{-1})</th>
<th>Thickness without damping (pc)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( 10^{-16} )</td>
<td>( 10^{-17} )</td>
<td>( 10^{-18} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>1.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>3.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>5.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>6.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[
d \frac{d}{dz} \left( \tilde{\rho} + \lambda \sqrt{\rho} e^{-kz} \right) = -\sqrt{\frac{8\pi G \rho_0}{c^2}} \frac{\tilde{\rho}}{\sqrt{1 + \lambda - \tilde{\rho} - \lambda \sqrt{\rho} e^{-kz}}}. \tag{66}
\]

No analytical solution of this equation has been found but using the substitution \( u = \sqrt{1 + \lambda - \tilde{\rho} - \lambda \sqrt{\rho} e^{-kz}} \), where \( u = 0 \) at \( z = 0 \), reduces it to

\[
d \frac{du}{dz} = \sqrt{\frac{2\pi G \rho_0}{c^2}} \left( \sqrt{\frac{\lambda^2}{4} e^{-2kz} + 1 + \lambda - u^2 - \frac{\lambda}{2} e^{-kz}} \right)^2. \tag{67}
\]

which allows the problem to be solved numerically.

The mass and energy density ratio profiles given by an intermediate value of the damping parameter \( k \) (\( 10^{-17} \text{m}^{-1} \)) are shown in Fig. 5, with the actual density profiles shown in Fig. 6. As in the case without damping, increasing the value of \( \lambda \) increases the thickness of the cloud but in addition it also accentuates the rise in density occurring either side of the central plane. The increase in density can be seen in the expression

\[
d \tilde{\rho} = \frac{kU - \rho_0 \tilde{g}}{\rho_0 + U/2\tilde{\rho}}, \tag{68}
\]

which is obtained from the equilibrium equation (Eq. 32) and the wave propagation equation (Eq. 31): a positive density gradient is given when \( kU > \rho_0 \tilde{g} \). This criterion is satisfied in a region near the central plane where the value of the wave energy density is at its maximum (Fig. 5(ii)). Clearly increasing the initial value of the wave energy density, i.e., increasing \( \lambda \), will increase the extent of this region. Such a mass distribution is supported against gravity by an Alfvénic pressure which is essentially a zero-mass “material”. Rayleigh-Taylor instability may result and this is a point which will be discussed in future work where there is a more realistic distribution of Alfvén wave sources.

The actual thickness of the gas slabs represented by these profiles is shown in Table 2, the last column of which contains for comparison the results for a cloud supported by waves without any damping. The isothermal layers have column density \( \mathcal{M} = 10^{-1} \text{kg m}^{-2} \) and temperature \( T = 10 \text{K} \), and thus from Eq. (63) the same central mass and energy densities as shown in Table

1. Notice that increasing the value of the parameter \( k \) does not necessarily increase the size of the gas slab (see Fig. 7). If the damping is too strong then the wave is stopped well within the density distribution and the ability for these waves to provide any overall support for the gas is lost. And so for each value of \( k \), increasing the value of the parameter \( \lambda \) will continue to increase the thickness of the layer but only up to a certain value at which the waves have been completely damped. Thus, introducing the damping has complicated the linear relationship between the thickness of the slab and \( \lambda \) (see Fig. 8) although the benefits of a low column density and high temperature are still prevalent.

4.3. Discussion

The values displayed in Table 2 show how the thickness of the slab varies with decreasing damping and then with no damping at all. A direct comparison between the support with damping and that without is illustrated in Fig. 9 for different values of the parameter \( k \), from \( 10^{-18} \text{m}^{-1} \) for strong damping through to \( 10^{-18} \text{m}^{-1} \) for weak damping. It can be seen that when the waves are only weakly damped, the gradient in the wave energy density increases slightly, resulting in a small increase in cloud support and thus a marginally larger value for the thickness.
Fig. 6. The mass density profiles as for Fig. 5

However, if the damping is too strong then the thickness of the gas slab actually decreases relative to that without any damping. The upper limit of the parameter \( k \) (\( \sim 10^{-16} \text{m}^{-1} \)), which gives the strongest damping, arises from considering the maximum wave frequency \( \omega_{\text{max}} \) (see Sect. 3) as \( k \propto \omega^2 \). This is the limit at which there can be some coupling by friction between the ions and the neutrals. However, to achieve good coupling and hence support of the cloud as a whole the wave frequency \( \omega \ll \omega_{\text{max}} \) and thus \( k \ll k_{\text{max}} \), i.e. \( k \ll 10^{-16} \text{m}^{-1} \), which is advantageous for cloud support.

The second key parameter in determining the extent of the cloud support and hence the thickness of the layer is, \( \lambda = U_0/\rho_0 c^2 = b^2/2\beta B_0^2 \), \( (69) \)

where the plasma beta \( \beta = 2\mu P/B_0^2 \) and \( U_0 = b^2/4\mu \) (see Sect. 2.2.1). For a typical plasma beta of

\[
\beta = 5.79 \times 10^{-3} \left( \frac{T}{10^4 \text{K}} \right) \left( \frac{n_{\text{H}_2}}{10^9 \text{m}^{-3}} \right) \left( \frac{B}{10^{-8} \text{T}} \right)^{-2}
\]

this parameter takes the value \( \lambda \sim 85 \) (\( b^2/B_0^2 \)). However \( b/B_0 \sim v/v_A \), where \( v \) is the velocity associated with the magnetic perturbation \( b \). Now the fluid velocity is supersonic but sub-Alfvénic (\( v \leq v_A \)) and typical values (see Sect. 1) of \( v \sim 1 \text{km s}^{-1} \) and \( v_A \sim 4.5 \text{km s}^{-1} \) give \( \lambda \sim 20 \), which corresponds to a cloud thickness of a few parsecs (see Table 2) akin to observations. For turbulent velocities approaching the Alfvén value (Myers & Goodman 1988; Goodman & Heiles 1994; Mouschovias & Psaltis 1995) the parameter \( \lambda \sim 80 \); in the case where there is no damping this would result in a continuous increase in the thickness as \( z \propto \lambda \) (see Fig. 4). However, with damping included the resultant thickness of the layer would depend on the value chosen for the parameter \( k \) (see Fig. 7): the strongest value gives a thickness of only \( \sim 2 \text{pc} \), while an order of magnitude less gives \( \sim 10 \text{pc} \) (equivalent to a radius of \( \sim 5 \text{pc} \)), which is in good agreement with observations of dwarf molecular clouds (e.g. see Shu et al. 1987).

In summary, it has been shown that Alfvén waves can provide the required support for a dwarf (or dark) molecular cloud along the magnetic field lines, while support perpendicular to the field lines is provided by the Lorentz force. The damping of these waves is not a necessary condition for this support, but weak damping is both likely and favourable.

5. Conclusion

This study has described a self-consistent model which successfully provides the necessary support for a molecular cloud...
parallel to the ordered magnetic field. The support is given by an Alfvén wave pressure force, the Alfvén waves being generated by the orbital motions of large condensations of gas within the cloud. In addition, utilising the magnetic field allows the observed linewidths and rotation within a dwarf molecular cloud to be understood (Arons & Max 1975; Shu et al. 1987; Mouschovias & Psaltis 1995). The assumptions made within this initial model are certainly simple when compared with the complexity of actual clouds, particularly on such aspects as the cloud's thermodynamics, the distribution of wave sources and the one-dimensional geometry adopted for the model. Thus it would be premature to attempt a direct comparison between this model and observations. Nevertheless this work does provide a useful insight into the mechanical equilibrium found within dwarf (or dark) molecular clouds. It shows that realistic values of the magnetisation parameter ($\lambda$) result in significant mechanical support, even in the absence of damping; and that the idea of Alfvén wave support deserves further examination, which is presently being conducted on some aspects left aside in this paper.
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